
No long-term commitment or contracts

Skill set qualified and verified using AI software

Access to qualified pool of engineers, analysts and scientists

Transparency to work schedules, timesheets and compensation

InfoPro will administer resources while you get the best of them

Remote employees without the US statutory hassles and overheads

Full Time or contract Staff in InfoPro payroll working exclusively for you

Resources are provided at cost that you negotiate plus a small admin fees

(818) 282 2600 | WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA

NEED
SPECIALIZED
RESOURCES

IN INDIA?

I N F O P R O  O F F S H O R E  I N C U B A T O R  S E R V I C E S

We hire and provide

administrative services while you

get the best of your resources

working exclusively for you

We build-operate-transfer your

operations when you are ready to

take over or we continue to

operate for you

or



Alternatively, select and manage your resources

without the administrative headaches!

STRUCK WITH CONTRACTS WHERE YOU HAVE NO
CONTROL OVER RESOURCES

Email us at sales@thinkhub.space

Our services include:

- Identifying resources and screening

- Facilitate recruitment

- Onboarding and offboarding 

- Scheduling, personnel and compliance

- Timesheets and Payroll

- Monthly client reports

- Project management and timelines

- Option to work from coworking space

- Manage statutory, tax and local compliance

Use resources to your advantage:

- Hiring decisions and negotiate salary

- Assignment of tasks and projects

- Specifications and prototyping

- Quality and performance 

- Documentation and support

Resources in areas such as but not limited to:

- AI/Machine Learning and RPA

- NLP (Deep Learning in Voice and Video) and IOT  Cloud Computing

- Web development, Mobile and Analytics

- C, C++, SQL, Java, HTML, Python, JSON, MONGO, MicroServices using Docker

- Other specialized analytical skills

- ERP financials - SAP/Oracle

- CRM Systems - Salesforce

- Other vertical software

Hands JD of resource needed,
utilization and hiring timeline 

Sets expectations, advertises and
screens candidates 

Intelligent Technical skill assessment
performed using AI software

Final interview to select resource Facilitate interview and compensation

Monthly time-sheets, reports

Starts using resource 

Manages resources activities,
performance and deliverables

Offer and on-boarding

Training data for skills assessment 

Client InfoPro

How does recruitment services work?


